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Abstract
In this paper we study the recognizability and de.nability on existential monadic second
order (EMSO) logic of languages related to homogeneous %ow event structures (HFES), i.e.,
the languages of con.gurations (posets) and the languages of proving sequences (words).
An HFES is speci.ed by an arbitrary poset G = (V;6) and a .nite FES F as a result of
copying F in vertices of G with additional homogeneous %ow and con%ict relations on the events
of adjacent vertices.
The problem is: whether the sets of con.gurations of HFES and languages of proving se-
quences are EMSO-de.nable.
Results refer to the domains of linear orders, binary trees, and two-dimensional grids. If G
is the domain of linear order or binary tree then the recognizability and EMSO-de.nability of
con.gurations of HFES hold. We give some classes of HFES where the recognizability does not
hold for the two-dimensional grid.
The EMSO-de.nability of proving sequences is proved for all considered classes of HFES.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the early 1980s, M. Nielsen et al. [6] and G. Winskel and Nielsen [11] intro-
duced the notion of ow event structure (FES) as a suitable mathematical model for
concurrent, non-deterministic, and distributed processes. In this framework, a concur-
rent system F is seen as a set EF of atomic actions (events) with two .xed relations:
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the ow relation ≺F speci.es possible immediate causes of events; the symmetrical
conict relation ]F expresses which events mutually exclude each other. So we write
F =(EF;≺F ; ]F).
There are two generally accepted ways to describe possible behaviors of any FES
F . One is to de.ne the set C(F) of all con.gurations of F (a con.guration is a set
of events which occur by some stage in process). The other way is to de.ne the set
W(F) of all proving sequences of F (a proving sequence is a history of a process,
and it is possible to reach one con.guration by many proving sequences).
So, two sets are related to any FES F : the set C(F) of con.gurations and the set
W(F) of proving sequences.
We are interested in the behavior of systems which are not meant to terminate and
are often referred to as reactive systems.
Here we consider several classes of such systems which we call homogeneous FES
(HFES). Each HFES Fh is obtained by gluing many copies of a .xed .nite FES F on
the vertices of some partial ordered .nite or in.nite set G and re.ning the obtained
structure via some extra causal and con%ict relations. We distinguish the classes of
HFES by partial orders G.
The aim of this paper is the solution of the problem: whether the set C(Fh) of con.g-
urations and the set W(Fh) of proving sequences are existential monadic
second order (EMSO)-de.nable, i.e., whether composite in.nite processes of HFES
have .nite-state description [7,8].
The statement of this question is motivated by application in the .eld of veri.cation
and speci.cation of distributed systems. There is a common approach in logical methods
of veri.cation of composite processes: if the in.nite “product” of .nite components
has a .nite-state description then it may be possible to verify some properties of the
whole concurrent system without computing all interleavings of its executions.
The paper contains the solution of the problem for several classes of HFES which
are of interest as formal models of reactive systems. If G is linear order or full binary
tree the problem for the set C(Fh) has a positive solution. For two-dimensional grid
G the negative result is proved for C(Fh) in the case when F has 10 independent
events. The positive solution is obtained for the set W(Fh) in all considered classes of
HFES.
We emphasize one other aspect of the mentioned problems. A FES may be viewed
as a set of partial orders (con.gurations). Thus our problem is related to the problem
of logical speci.cation of the sets of partial orders.
A well-known case of this problem is given by Mazurkiewicz traces [5,9], viewed as
partial orders. There the equivalence of de.nability by MSO logic and recognizability
is proved for real trace languages [2].
The purpose of this paper is to provide some results which throw a light on the
questions in the context of in.nite partial orders related to FES.
The paper is organized as follows.
We begin by introducing the notion of HFES and by examples of HFES
(Section 2.1). Then we shortly indicate the well-known notions of EMSO-logic
(Section 2.2) and of the theory of tiling systems as the receptors of pictures
(Section 2.3).
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Section 3 is devoted to the logical de.nability of the con.guration sets of homoge-
neous FES. If G is the domain of linear order (Section 3.1) or binary tree (Section 3.2)
then the recognizability and EMSO-de.nability is proved using BIuchi automata and
Rabin tree automata [10]. If G is two-dimensional grid a negative result is proved
(Section 3.3) in the case there is in F a set of 10 independent events. This is proved
by reducing to tiling [1,3] non-de.nability results.
Finally, (Section 4) to consider the de.nability problem for the sets W(F) of proving
sequences, we represent any proving sequence by an in.nite picture which contains the
code of the proving sequence in the .rst row and which otherwise contains dummy
symbols. It turns out that it is possible by using the “work space” !×! to accept
deterministically proving sequences for all mentioned classes of HFES.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. HFES. De4nitions and examples
An FES F is a set EF of atomic actions (events) with two .xed relations: the
ow relation ≺F speci.es possible immediate causes of events; the symmetrical con-
ict relation ]F expresses which events mutually exclude each other. So we write
F =(EF;≺F ; ]F).
The states of the FES F are presented as con.gurations. Any subset K ⊆EF con-
sidered with the relation ≺K =
def
{(e; e′) | e; e′ ∈K; e≺F e′} is a con4guration if K is
cycle-free, con%ict-free and left-closed up to con%icts. We denote by C(F) the set of
all con.gurations of FES F . Any sequence W of events of con.guration K which re-
spects the partial order ≺K is a proving sequence reaching con.guration K . It is clear
that the FES F can reach the same state (con.guration) by many proving sequences.
We denote by W(F) the set of all proving sequences of the FES F . Note that the set
of events of any pre.x of a proving sequence constitutes a con.guration.
So, two sets are related to any FES F : the set C(F) of con.gurations and the set
W(F) of proving sequences (the histories of all possible computations).
We restrict ourselves by considering some classes of FES. The classes of FES we
study in this paper, are several classes of homogeneous FES which are de.ned below.
Consider a directed acyclic graph G=(V;U ) (may be in.nite) and a quadruple
= [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] where F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) is a .nite FES, and ≺′;≺′′; ]′⊆EF ×EF .
We construct an HFES Fh(;G) copying the structure F in vertices of G, while ≺′;
≺′′ and a symmetric relation ]′ are additional relations between the events of adjacent
vertices: Fh(;G)= (V ×EF;≺Fh ; ]Fh) where (v; e)≺Fh (v′; e′) iJ v= v′ ∧ e≺F e′, or
(v; v′)∈U ∧ (e; e′)∈ ≺′, or (v′; v)∈U ∧ (e; e′)∈ ≺′′, (v; e)]Fh(v′; e′) iJ v= v′ ∧ e]Fe′
or (v; v′)∈U or (v′; v)∈U ∧ (e; e′)∈ ]′.
Let an HFES Fh(;G) be given and  :V →C(F) be an arbitrary labeling of vertices
of graph G. We associate to the map  the set K()=
⋃
v∈V ({v}× (v)) with the
relation ≺K() = {(x; y) | x; y∈K(); x≺Fh y}. It is evident that the pair (K();≺K())
need not to be a con.guration of Fh.
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Fig. 1. FES F . The ≺ relation is denoted by →. Dotted lines denote the relation ].
On the other hand, any con.guration of HFES K ∈C(Fh) can be represented as a
map  :V →C(F). Since the de.nability of the set of partial orders C(Fh) is reduced
to the de.nability of the set of graphs G labeled by letters of the alphabet C(F).
Example 1. Here we quote one very simple example of reactive system from Winskel
and Nielsen [11]. This example describes a system consisting of two (rather poorly
designed) vending machines VM, VM ′ in parallel with customer C. The customer can
insert a coin (c2) to get coJee (c) repeatedly, or insert a coin (c1) to get tea and stop.
VM can receive a coin (c2) to deliver coJee or alternatively receive a coin (c2) to
deliver tea (t)—customer cannot determine which!
The other vending machine VM ′ is cheaper: it costs less (c1) to deliver tea (t), but
it may break down (b).
The process in this system can be presented as a HFES Fh(;G) constructed on
the base of .nite FES F(see Fig. 1) where F =({e1; e2; e3; e4; e5; e6}; {(e2; e5); (e3; e6)};
{(e1; e2); (e2; e3); (e1; e3); (e3; e4)}): Evidently, C(F)= {∅; {e1}; {e2}; {e3}; {e4}; {e2; e5};
{e3; e6}; {e1; e4}; {e2; e4}, {e2; e5; e4}}.
Here = [F; {(e5; e1); (e5; e2); (e5; e3); (e6; e4)}; ∅; {e4; e3}] and G is the graph of lin-
ear order. The in.nite HFES Fh(;G) describing all possible processes in the system
is in Fig. 2.
We mention here for example the following two con.gurations K1; K2 ∈C(Fh)—two
possible processes in the system of vending machines and customer. First con.gu-
ration K1 = {(1; e2); (1; e5); (2; e3); (2; e6); (3; e4)} de.nes the process .nished by break
down (the event (3; e4)) after delivering coJee (the event (1; e5)) and the tea (the
event (2; e6)). Only one proving sequence W1 = (1; e2); (1; e5); (2; e3); (2; e6); (3; e4) cor-
responds to K1. The other con.guration K2 = {(1; e2); (1; e5); : : : ; (n; e2); (n; e5); : : :} is
in.nite: the customer receives his coJee every time he inserts c2.
Example 2. Consider a .nite FES F =({a; b; c; d}; {(a; c)}; {(a; d)}) in Fig. 3 and a bi-
nary tree G=(V;U ). Evidently, C(F)= {∅; {a}; {b}; {d}; {a; c}; {a; b}, {d; b}; {a; b; c}}.
Construct an HFES Fh(;G) where G is a binary tree G=(V;U ), where V = {1; 2;
: : : ; 7}; U = {(1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 4); (2; 5); (3; 6); (3; 7)}: =[F; {(a; a); (c; b); (b; d)};{(d; a);
(b; b); (a; c)}; ∅].
We mention here two examples of tree labelings: the labeling by function 1 :V →
C(F) is shown in Fig. 4, and the labeling by function 2 :V →C(F) is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 2. HFES Fh(;G).
Fig. 3. FES F .
In Figs. 4 and 5, the vertices of G are numbered by 1; : : : ; 7 and the label of each
vertex i∈{1; : : : ; 7}, i.e., the con.guration (i), is located in the circle corresponding
to the vertex i of graph G. The .rst labeling leads to the set K(1)∈C(Fh), because
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Fig. 4. The tree G with labeling 1 and the acyclic relation ≺K(1) denoted by →. The dotted arrows denote
the edges U of the tree G.
Fig. 5. The tree G with labeling 2 and the cyclic relation ≺K(2) denoted by →. The dotted arrows denote
the edges U of the tree G.
≺K(1) is acyclic, and the other labeling leads to the set K(2) =∈C(Fh), because ≺K(2)
has the cycle {(1; a); (2; a); (2; c); (5; b); (2; b); (1; b); (3; d); (1; a)}.
Example 3. The computational process in a cellular automaton easily can be presented
as a HFES de.ned on two-dimensional grid.
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2.2. MSO logic—MSO
Properties of words, trees and pictures we formalize as usual in logical languages.
We consider in turn the following models over an alphabet A.
The word w is represented by the word model w=(dom(w); Sw;¡w; (Qwa )a∈A) over
signature "(w)= (Sw;¡w; (Qwa )a∈A) where S is successor relation on dom(w)=N, Q
w
a
is unary letter predicate, and ¡w is the usual order on N.
The binary tree t is represented by the tree model t=(dom(t); St1; S
t
2;¡
t;
(Qta)a∈A) over signature "(t)= (S
t
1; S
t
2;¡
t; (Qta)a∈A) where dom(t) is pre.x-closed set
of .nite words over alphabet {0; 1}. Here St1; St2 are the left and right successor relations
over dom(t), ¡t is pre.x relation over dom(t), Qta-letter predicate.
The (m; n)-picture p is represented by the picture model p=(dom(p); Sph ; S
p
v ;
(Qpa )a∈A) over signature "(p)= (S
p
h ; S
p
v ; (Q
p
a )a∈A) where dom(p)= {1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ;
n}. Here Sh; Sv are horizontal and vertical successor relations over dom(p), Qpa -letter
predicate.
Further we consider for in.nite !-pictures the model p=(dom(p); Sph ; S
p
v ;6
p
v ;6
p
h ;
(Qpa )a∈A) of the signature "(p)= (S
p
h ; S
p
v ;6
p
v ;6
p
h ; (Q
p
a )a∈A) where dom(p)= {1; 2; : : :}
×{1; 2; : : :}, and 6pv , 6ph are interpreted as transitive closures correspondingly of Spv
and Sph .
Consider one of above mentioned models m over the correspondent signature "(m).
In logical formulas we use .rst-order variables x; y; z; : : : for positions, and monadic
second-order variables X; Y; Z; : : : for sets of positions.
Atomic formulas are of the form xSy, Qa(x), X (x) where S; Qa are predicates of the
signature "(m). Formulas are built up from atomic formulas by means of the Boolean
connectives and the quanti.ers ∃;∀, applied to the .rst- and second-order variables.
A formula without free variables is called a sentence.
Let m be a model over the signature "(m), and let ’(X1; : : : ; Xn) be a formula over
this signature with free variables X1; : : : ; Xn. If Qm1 ; : : : ; Q
m
n are subsets of dom(m) we
write
(m;Qm1 ; : : : ; Q
m
n ) |= ’(X1; : : : ; Xn)
if m satis.es ’ where Xi is interpreted as Qmi .
If ’ is a sentence we write m |=’.
Let L be a language. Then L=L(’) iJ m∈L ⇔ m |=’.
The language L is MSO de.nable over signature " (MSO["] de.nable) if there is
an MSO sentence ’ with L=L(’).
The language L is EMSO de.nable (EMSO["] de.nable) if there is a sentence of
the form ’=∃X1 : : : Xn (X1; : : : ; Xn) where  contains only .rst-order quanti.ers, such
that L=L(’).
2.3. Tiling systems
Tiling system is one of the formal models that have been proposed to recognize or
generate two-dimensional languages. A two-dimensional language is a set of pictures.
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A (m; n)-picture p over alphabet A is a matrix of letters from A, i.e., a pic-
ture is a map p : dom(p)→A, where dom(p)= {1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ; n}. By a grid we
mean an unlabeled picture. We pass from dom(p) to the set dom+(p)= {0; : : : ; m +
1}×{0; : : : ; n+ 1} and label the added points with #.
A tiling system over A is a triple T=(Q; A; ,), where Q is .nite state set, and ,
is a .nite set of tiles, i.e., (2× 2)-matrices over (A∪{#})×Q.
The tiling system accepts a picture p if there is a map - : dom+(p)→Q (this map
is called run) inducing a labeling of dom+(p) such that each (2× 2)-submatrix of
adjacent positions matches a tile from ,, and for all (i; j)∈ dom+(p) we have(
(pij; -ij) (pi;j+1; -i;j+1)
(pi+1;j ; -i+1;j) (pi+1;j+1; -i+1;j+1)
)
∈ ,:
A tiling system T is deterministic if its tiles induce a unique tiling on any accepted
picture over A, starting from the upper left corner of the picture. Such a tiling system
is a version of the tessellation automata [4].
We use the following known facts in the sequel [1,3]:
1. The family of languages of .nite pictures recognized by a .nite tiling system
coincide with the family of languages de.ned by EMSO[Sv; Sh].
2. The emptiness problem for tiling systems is undecidable.
3. The class of recognizable picture languages is closed under union, intersection
and projection, but not under complement.
4. There exist tiling systems which are not equivalent to deterministic tiling systems.
3. Logical denability of the conguration sets of HFES
The question of logical de.nability is tightly connected to the question of recogniz-
ability by automata. We prove MSO-de.nability of con.guration sets C(Fh) by proving
of their recognizability by .nite automata.
Let =(F;≺′;≺′′; ]′) and G=(V;U ) be given. We consider the HFES Fh(;G)=
(EFh ;≺Fh ; ]Fh).
The de.nitions imply the following statement:
A set K ⊆EFh is a con.guration, i.e., K ∈C(Fh) iJ there exists a map  :V →C(F)
such that K =K()=
⋃
v∈V ({v}× (v)) which has the following three properties:
1. the set {((v; e); (v′; e′)) | (v; v′)∈U; e∈ (v); e′ ∈ (v′); (v; e)]Fh(v′; e′)} is empty,
i.e., K() is con%ict-free;
2. for each e∈ (v): if (v′; e′)≺Fh (v; e) and e′ =∈ (v′) then there exist v′′ and
e′′ ∈ (v′′) such that (v′′; e′′)≺Fh (v; e) and (v′; e′)]Fh(v′′; e′′), i.e., K() is left-closed
up to con%icts.
3. the projection of %ow relation ≺Fh on the set K(), which we denote by ≺K()
is cycle-free.
Evidently, the .rst two properties are local for the considered classes of HFES, hence
they are recognizable by .nite automata. So we must prove the recognizability of the
third property, i.e., of the cycle-freeness of relation ≺K().
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3.1. HFES for linear orders
Let a .nite FES F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) and the quadruple = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] be given and
let Gl =({1; : : : ; n}; S) be the graph of a linear order with successor relation i S i+1.
So the HFES Fh(;Gl)= (EFh ;≺Fh , ]Fh) is de.ned.
We consider the .nite con.guration alphabet C(F) and construct a deterministic
automaton Al() over C(F) that recognizes the words representing con.gurations of
Fh(;Gl) for some Gl.
As it is mentioned above, it is suRcient to construct automaton Aac() which rec-
ognizes exactly such words K1 : : : Kn over C(F) that the relation ≺⋃n
i=1
({i}×Ki) is
cycle-free. This automaton will collect the information about the presence of a cycle
for each pre.x of the word K1 : : : Kn.
First of all we introduce an auxiliary operation
•⋃
we use to de.ne the transitions
of automaton Aac().
Let (E1; 01) and (E2; 02) be given where E1; E2⊆EF and 01; 02 are some acyclic rela-
tions respectively on E1 and E2. Then we de.ne the following relation on ({1}×E1)∪
({2}×E2):
1((E1; 01); (E2; 02)) = [{((1; e); (1; e′)) | e; e′ ∈ E1; (e; e′) ∈ 01}
∪ {((2; e); (2; e′)) | e; e′ ∈ E2; (e; e′) ∈ 02}
∪ {((1; e); (2; e′)) | e ∈ E1; e′ ∈ E2; (e; e′) ∈≺′}
∪ {((2; e); (1; e′)) | e ∈ E2; e′ ∈ E1; (e; e′) ∈≺′′}]∗;
where 0∗ stands for the transitive closure of 0.
We denote by
•⋃
the operation restricting the relation 1((E1; 01); (E2; 02)) on the set
E2: (E1; 01)
•⋃
(E2; 02) =
def
(E2; {(e; e′) | (e; e′)∈ 1((E1; 01); (E2; 02)); e; e′ ∈E2}). Then the
required automaton is Aac()= (Q;C(F); q0; ,; Qf) where the state set is Q= {(E; 0) |
E⊆C(F); 0∈E×E; 0 is acyclic}∪ {qc; q0}, q0 = (∅; ∅) is the initial state, the set of
transitions , :Q×C(F)→Q is
,((E; 0); K) =
{
(E; 0)
•⋃
(K;≺K) if 1((E; 0); (K;≺K)) is acyclic;
qc if 1((E; 0); (K;≺K)) has a cycle:
,(qc; K)= qc for all K ∈C, Qf =Q\{qc}—the set of .nal states.
This gives us following theorems:
Theorem 1. Let Gl be the set of all 4nite linear orders. Then for every 4nite FES
F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) and for every = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] the set of con4gurations Kl()=⋃
G∈Gl C(F
h(;Gl)) is recognizable by a 4nite automaton and therefore it is de4nable
in EMSO[S;¡] logic, where S is the natural successor relation.
Theorem 2. Let G!l =(!; S). Then for every 4nite FES F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) and for
every = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] the set of con4gurations C(Fh(;G!l )) is recognizable by
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a 4nite deterministic automaton with B=uchi acceptance condition and therefore it is
de4nable in EMSO[S;¡].
3.2. HFES for trees
Let a .nite FES F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) and = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] be given, and let Gt =(V;
S1; S2) be a .nite binary tree with successor relations S1 and S2. So an HFES Fh
(;Gt)= (EFh ;≺Fh ; ]Fh) is de4ned.
By analogy with linear HFES we consider the .nite alphabet C(F) and universe Gt
of all .nite binary trees over C(F). We intend to construct a deterministic bottom-up
automaton At() over alphabet C(F) that recognizes the labeled trees representing
con.gurations of Fh(;Gt).
As above, it is suRcient to construct a .nite tree automaton Aac() which rec-
ognizes exactly the trees Gt with labeling function  :V →C(F) such that relation
¡⋃
v∈V ({v}× (v))
is cycle-free. We use the operation
•⋃
de.ned in 3.1.
Let Aac()= (Q;C(F); q0; ,; Qf) where the state set is Q= {(E; 0) |E⊆C(F); 0⊆
E×E; 0 is an acyclic relation}∪ {qc}, q0 = (∅; ∅) is the initial state, Qf =Q\{qc} is
the set of .nal states, , :Q×Q×C(F)→Q is the set of transitions where
,((K1; 01); (K2; 02); K) =


(K2; 02)
•⋃
((K1; 01)
•⋃
(K;≺K)) if
this relation on K is acyclic;
qc otherwise:
,(q0; q0; K)= (K;≺K); ,(qc; (K2; 02); K)=,((K1; 01); qc; K)=,(qc; qc; K)= qc for all
K1; K2 ∈C(F).
It is easy to see that this is the required automaton. A run of Aac() is built up in
a canonical way as a map - : dom(t)→Q initialized for any leaf u labeled K = (u),
using transition (q0; q0; K; (K;≺K)), which leads to the assignment -(u)= (K;≺K). The
run is successful if -(5)∈Qf, where 5 is the root of the tree.
This gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Gt be the set of all 4nite binary trees. Then for every 4nite FES
F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) and every = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] the set of con4gurations Kt()=⋃
Gt∈Gt C(F
h(;Gt)) is recognizable by a 4nite deterministic tree automaton and
therefore it is de4nable in EMSO[S1; S2;¡] logic, where S1 and S2 are successor
relations.
De.ne now Rabin .nite up-down tree automaton recognizing the set of con.gu-
rations K!t =C(F
h(;G!t )) for the full in.nite binary tree G
!
t . The non-deterministic
automaton A!ac =(Q
!;C(F); q0; ,!) with Rabin acceptance condition is fully de.ned by
the set of states Q! = {(K; 0) |K ∈C(F); 0⊆K ×K; 0 is an acyclic relation}∪ {q0; qc},
the initial state q0, the set of transitions ,! = {((K; 0); K; (K1; 01); (K2; 02)) |K; K1; K2 ∈
C(F); (K; 0)= (K1; 01)
•⋃
((K2; 02)
•⋃
(K;≺K)) and (K; 0); (K1; 01); (K2; 02) are acyclic
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relations}∪ {((K; 0); K; qc; qc) | if K ∈C(F)};∪{(q0; K; (K; 0); (K; 0)) |K ∈C(F); 0∈K ×
K; 0 is acyclic relation}∪ {qc; K; qc; qc |K ∈C(F)}.
The run of A!ac is built up as a map - : dom(t)→Q. The run is initialized for the root
labeled K using one of the transitions of the form (q0; K; (K; 0); (K; 0)) which assigns
to the root the state (K; 0).
Suppose the automaton reaches the vertex v with successors v1 and v2 and -(v)=
((v); 0). Then the states -(v1) and -(v2) are built up using one of the transitions of
the form: (((v); 0); (v); ((v1); 01); ((v2); 02)) or (((v); 0); (v); qc; qc).
Rabin acceptance condition for the language K!t is: In(-)∩{qc}= ∅. Here In(-)=
{q∈Q! | ∃!v : -(v)= q}.
Thus we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let G!t be an in4nite binary tree. Then for each 4nite FES F =(EF;≺F ,
]F) and every = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] the set of con4gurations K!t ()=C(Fh(;G!t ))
is recognizable by a 4nite non-deterministic tree automaton and it is de4nable in
MSO[S1; S2;¡] logic, where S1 and S2 are successor relations on the tree.
3.3. HFES for pictures
Consider the class Gg of two-dimensional .nite grids. Let F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) be a .nite
FES, = [F;≺′h;≺′′h ;≺′v;≺′′v ; ]′] where ≺′h;≺′v;≺′′h ;≺′′v ; ]′⊆EF ×EF . We associate the
relations ≺′h;≺′′h to the horizontal successor relation Sh of two-dimensional grid, and the
relations ≺′v;≺′′v to the vertical successor relation Sv. The FES Fh(;Gg)= (V ×EF;
≺Fh ; ]Fh) where the grid Gg ∈Gg, is de.ned by conditions (v; e)≺Fh (v′; e′) iJ (v= v′ ∧
e≺F e′) or (vS1v′ ∧ e≺′h e′) or (v′Shv∧ e≺′′h e′) or (vSvv′ ∧ e≺′v e′) or (v′Svv∧ e≺′′v e′),
(v; e)]Fh(v′; e′) iJ (v= v′ ∧ e]Fe′) or (vShv′ ∧ e]′e′) or (vSvv′ ∧ e]′e′).
Consider an (n; m)-grid Gg =(V; Sh; Sv)∈Gg and an arbitrary labeling p :V →C(F).
Any such labeling de.nes an (n; m)-picture p(Gg) over alphabet C(F), the set K(p)=⋃
(i; j)∈{1;:::; n}×{1;:::; m} {{(i; j)}×p(i; j)}, and the graph T (p)= (K(p);≺K(p)).
Our problem is the recognizability of pictures p over alphabet C(F) with acyclic
graph T (p). We call these pictures—acyclic pictures. Later a path in the graph T (p)
is regarded as a path in the picture p, a cycle in the graph T (p) as a cycle in p.
It is evident that for any = [F;≺′h;≺′′h ;≺′v;≺′′v ; ]′] where ≺′h;≺′′h = ∅ (or ≺′v;
≺′′v = ∅) the language Kg() is recognizable by a .nite automaton (this case can
be reduced to the recognizability of Kl()) and therefore Kg() for this case is de.n-
able in EMSO. But if ≺′h;≺′′h , ≺′v;≺′′v = ∅ then the situation became more complicated.
There are some FES classes which are not de.nable in EMSO. Below we determine
one of these classes.
We say that events e; e′ are independent in F if
¬(e ≺∗F e′) ∧ ¬(e′ ≺∗F e) ∧ ¬(e′]Fe):
Here ≺∗F stands for transitive closure of ≺F .
Theorem 5. For every F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) where EF contains at least 10 pairwise in-
dependent events, there exists = [F;≺′h;≺′′h ;≺′v;≺′′v ; ]′] such that both languages
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Kg() and Kg() (the complement of Kg()) are not recognizable by any tiling
system and therefore they cannot be de4ned in EMSO[Sh; Sv].
Proof. For the sake of completeness we recall the Syntactic Equivalence lemma [3]
which is used below: Let L be a language of pictures over alphabet A, and p; q be two
(k; r)-pictures over A. Pictures p and q are syntactically equivalent modulo L (p ∼L q)
if for any pictures a1; a2; b1; b2 over A it holds that
b1
a1 p a2
b2
∈ L ⇔
b1
a1 q a2
b2
∈ L:
We denote by fL(k; r) the number of equivalence classes of (k; r)-pictures. Syntactic
equivalence lemma states: Let L be a language recognizable by a tiling system. Then
there exists a number c¿0 such that
fL(k; r)6 ck+r : (1)
As the language L of the Syntactic Equivalence lemma we consider the language
Kg(0) of acyclic pictures over C(F) for a .xed 0. We intend to bound fKg(0)(n; n)
from below and to show that (1) is not valid for the language Kg(0). Since there is
no tiling system recognizing Kg(0).
It is evident that the set of cyclic (k; r)-pictures over C(F) constitutes one equiva-
lence class. Other equivalence classes consist of acyclic pictures.
Let Fh(;Gg) be an arbitrary HFES, p :Gg→C(F) be an arbitrary acyclic (k; r)-
picture. We denote by ’(p) the following set of graph T (p) vertices:
’(p) = {((i; j); e) | (i; j) belongs to the border of Gg; e ∈ p(i; j)}:
Let us associate to the picture p the set <(p)⊂’(p)×’(p) such that (((i; j); e);
((i′; j′); e′))∈<(p) iJ there exists in the graph T (p) a path from ((i; j); e) to ((i′; j′); e′).
Evidently, for acyclic pictures p and q of the same size holds
<(p) = <(q) ⇒ p ∼Kg() q:
Construct the picture P by means of pictures a1; a2; b1; b2 so that
P =
b1
a1 p a2
b2
:
The vertices of T (p) in the new graph T (P) obtain new evident coordinates. Denote
by ’′a1 ; a2 ; b1 ; b2 (p) the set of vertices of ’(p) with new coordinates in the picture P.
Now associate to the picture P the set >(P; p)⊂’′a1 ; a2 ; b1 ; b2 (p)×’′a1 ; a2 ; b1 ; b2 (p) such
that (((i; j); e); ((i′; j′); e′))∈>(P; p) iJ there exists a path in T (P) from ((i; j); e) to
((i′; j′); e′) and all vertices of this path except the .rst and the last, belong to the
pictures a1; a2; b1; b2.
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Fig. 6. The picture p.
It is easy to see that if for every picture p and every subset ?⊂’(p)×’(p) there
exist the pictures a1; a2; b1; b2 so that >(P)= ?′a1 ; a2 ; b1 ; b2 (p) then p∼Kg() q⇒<(p)=
<(q). Hence under this assumption the number fKg()(k; r) of equivalence classes of
(k; r)-pictures is equal to the number of pictures p with diJerent possible sets <(p).
To prove Theorem 7 it is suRcient to show that for an arbitrary FES F where EF
has 10 pairwise independent events, there exists 0 = [F;≺′h;≺′′h ;≺′v, ≺′′v ; ]′] such that
(a) the language Gg(0) has at least 2(n−1)
2
acyclic (n; n)-pictures with diJerent sets
<(p);
(b) for every (n; n)-picture p∈Gg(0) and every subset ?⊂’(p)×’(p) there are
pictures a1; a2; b1; b2 such that >(P; p)= ?′a1 ; a2 ; b1 ; b2 (p).
The validity of (a) and (b) contradicts to (1).
These two statements are veri.ed for an example that has general character.
Let F be an arbitrary FES with the set I of 10 pairwise independent events:
I = {x; x′; x1, x2; y; y′; y1; y2; z; z′}. For each e∈ I there is K ∈C(F) such
that e∈K and if e′ ∈ I; e = e′ then e′ =∈K . We denote such con.guration by Ke. For
each pair e; e′ ∈ I there is K ∈C(F) such that e; e′ ∈K and if e′′ ∈ I; e′′ = e; e′′ = e′ then
e′′ =∈K . We denote such con.guration by Ke;e′ .
In Figs. 6 and 7 we use the following notations. One letter e∈ I in a cell means that
this cell is labeled by Ke. Two letters e; e′ ∈ I in a cell mean that this cell is labeled
by Ke;e′ . The arrows de.ne the relation induced by ≺′h;≺′′h ;≺′v;≺′′v ; ]′ of 0.
We set 0 = [F;≺′h;≺′′h ;≺′v;≺′′v ; ]′] where ]′= ∅ and
≺′h= {(y1; y); (y1; z); (y2; y); (y2; z); (y; y); (z; z); (y; z); (z; y); (y2; y2); (y1; y1)};
≺′′h = {(x1; x1); (x2; x2); (x1; y′); (x1; z′); (x2; y); (x2; z′); (y′; y′); (y′; z′);
(z′; z′); (z′; y′)};
≺′v= {(y1; y1); (y2; y2); (x′; x′); (y′; x′)};
≺′′v= {(x1; x1); (x2; x2); (x; x); (y; x)}:
We will show that the statement (a) is valid for 0.
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Fig. 7. The picture P containing p as a subpicture.
It is suRcient to consider only such (n; n)-pictures p∈Kg(0) where the .rst string
and the .rst column are of .xed form:
p(1; j) =


∅ if j = 1;
Kx1 if j is even;
Kx2 if j = 1 and j is odd;
p(j; 1) =


∅ if j = 1;
Ky1 if j is even;
Ky2 if j = 1 and
j is odd:
Let < be an arbitrary set of pairs of elements of .rst column and .rst string of p,
i.e., <⊆{((j; 1); p(j; 1)) | j=1; : : : ; n}×{((1; j); p(1; j)) | j=1; : : : ; n}:
For each < there exists (n; n)-picture p such that <(p)=<. The construction of such
a picture for <(p)= {(((2; 1); y1); ((1; 2); x1)); (((3; 1); y2), ((1; 2); x1)); (((3; 1); y2);
((1; 3); x2)); (((3; 1); y2); ((1; 4); x1)); (((4; 1); y1); ((1; 3); x2))} is shown in Fig. 6.
Observe that the number of (n; n)-pictures p∈Kg(0) with diJerent <(p) is 2(n−1)2 ,
i.e., the statement (a) is valid for 0:
Next we turn to the statement (b). It is suRcient to consider only such extensions P
of (n; n)-pictures p∈Kg(0) by means of (2n−1; n−1)-picture a and (n−1; n)-picture
b that
P = a b
p
:
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Let > be an arbitrary set of the pairs of elements of the .rst string and the
.rst column of p in P, i.e., >⊆{((n; n − 1 + j); p(1; j)) | j=1; : : : ; n}×{((n − 1 +
j; n); p(j; 1)) | j=1; : : : ; n}:
For each > there are pictures a; b such that >(P; p)=>. The construction of such
pictures a; b is shown in Fig. 7 for >(P; p)= {(((4; 6); x2); ((7; 4); y1)); (((4; 7); x1);
((5; 4); y1)); (((4; 7); x1); ((6; 4); y2))}.
It implies that the statement (b) is as well valid for 0 and therefore the language
Kg(0) is not recognizable by any tiling system. The case of complement Kg() is
handled in the same way.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
We have mentioned two classes Kg() that are recognizable by tiling systems. Let
us show the recognizability of Kg() for another class. The recognizability of the
corresponding Kg() is open.
Theorem 6. For every F =(EF;≺F ; ]F) where (e; e′)∈ ]F for each pair e; e′ ∈EF and
for each  the language Kg() is recognizable by a tiling system and is de4nable
in EMSO[Sh; Sv].
Proof. In this case every con.guration of C(F) is either empty or contains only one
event. The (m; n)-picture p has a cycle if there exist a set X ⊆{1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ; n}
of positions such that for each position (i; j)∈X with p(i; j)= {e} there exist adja-
cent positions p(i′; j′)= {e′} and p(i′′; j′′)= {e′′} such that the edges (e′; e); (e; e′′)∈
T (p).
We express this condition in EMSO[Sh; Sv].
De.ne for each e∈EF the sets:
@in(e)= {e′ | (e′; e)∈≺′′h }; @out(e)= {e′ | (e; e′)∈≺′h};
Ain(e)= {e′ | (e′; e)∈≺′h}; Aout(e)= {e′ | (e; e′)∈≺′′h };
"in(e)= {e′ | (e′; e)∈≺′′v }; "out(e)= {e′ | (e; e′)∈≺′v};
0in(e)= {e′ | (e′; e)∈≺′v}; 0out(e)= {e′ | (e; e′)∈≺′′v }:
Then the required expression follows:
∃X∀x :X (x)⇒ ∃ z; y:
(
X (z) ∧ X (y) ∧ ∨
e∈EF
x ∈ Qe
∧
((
xShy ⇒
∨
e′∈@in(e)
y ∈ Qe′
)
∨
(
yShx ⇒
∨
e′∈Ain(e)
y ∈ Qe′
)
∨
(
xSvy ⇒
∨
e′∈"in(e)
y ∈ Qe′
)
∨
(
ySvx ⇒
∨
e′∈0in(e)
y ∈ Qe′
))
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∧ ∨
((
xShz ⇒
∨
e′∈@out(e)
z ∈ Qe′
)
∨
(
zShx ⇒
∨
e′∈Aout(e)
z ∈ Qe′
)
∨
(
xSvz ⇒
∨
e′∈"out(e)
z ∈ Qe′
)
∨
(
zSvx ⇒
∨
e′∈0out(e)
z ∈ Qe′
)))
:
4. Logical denability of the proving sequence sets of HFES
All constructions and arguments that follow are valid with little variations for the
sets of proving sequences of homogeneous linear FES, trees of FES and pictures of
FES, .nite and in.nite. For the sake of simplicity we restrict detailed consideration to
in.nite linear HFES.
Let a .nite FES F =(EF;≺F ; ]F), an in.nite graph G!l =(!; S) and quadruple
= [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] be given, i.e., let the HFES Fh(;G!l ) be de.ned. We consider
the set W(Fh) of proving sequences of Fh. Recall that a proving sequence is an
!-word over the in.nite alphabet (!×EF).
First we construct some auxiliary sets of events that we will use below. For each
e∈EF we de.ne three sets of its immediate causes:
P1(e) = {e′ | e′ ∈ EF;¬e′]Fe; e′ ≺F e};
P2(e) = {e′ | e′ ∈ EF;¬e′]′e; e′ ≺′ e};
P3(e) = {e′ | e′ ∈ EF;¬e′]′e; e′ ≺′′ e}
and a .nite number k() of triples
〈P1;1(e);P2;1(e);P3;1(e)〉; : : : ; 〈P1;k()(e);P2;k()(e);P3;k()(e)〉 (2)
such that the following two conditions are valid:
1.
⋃k()
i=1 P1; i(e)=P1(e);
⋃k()
i=1 P2; i(e)=P2(e);
⋃k()
i=1 P3; i(e)=P3(e).
2. For all j=1; : : : ; k():
If e′≺F e and e′ =∈P1; j(e) then there exists e′′ such that (e′′ ∈P1; j(e)∧ e′]Fe′′) or
(e′′ ∈P2; j(e)∧ e′]′e′′) or (e′′ ∈P3; j(e)∧ e′]′e′′).
If e′≺′ e and e′ =∈P2; j(e) then there exists e′′ such that (e′′ ∈P1; j(e)∧ e′′]′e′) or
(e′′ ∈P2; j(e)∧ e′′]Fe′).
If e′≺′′ e and e′ =∈P3; j(e) then there exists e′′ such that (e′′ ∈P1; j(e)∧ e′′]′e′) or
(e′′ ∈P3; j(e)∧ e′′]Fe′).
The triples (2) are constructed so that if K ∈C(Fh) and (n; e)∈K then there exists
a unique j (16j6k()) such that the set of immediate causes of (n; e) in K is
({n− 1}×P2; j(e))∪ ({n}×P1; j(e))∪ ({n+ 1}×P3; j(e)).
Now we return to the proving sequences. Let B= B1 : : : Bn : : : be an !-word over
alphabet (!×EF). We denote by [B]n = B1 : : : Bn, the pre.x of B.
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Lemma 1. A !-word B= B1 : : : Bn : : : is a proving sequence, i.e., B∈W(Fh) i> for
each pre4x [B]n the following conditions hold: for all i=1; : : : ; n− 1
(a) Bn = Bi,
(b) if Bn =(m; e) and if Bi =(m; e′) then ¬(e≺F e′)
if Bi =(m− 1; e′) then ¬(e≺′′ e′)
if Bi =(m+ 1; e′) then ¬(e≺′ e′).
(c) if Bn =(m; e), there is a unique j (16j6k()) such that the following three
equations hold:
R2([B]n) = {e′ | (m− 1; e′) = Bi; 16 i ¡ n; e′ ≺′ e} = P2;j(e);
R1([B]n) = {e′ | (m; e′) = Bi; 16 i ¡ n; e′ ≺F e} = P1;j(e);
R3([B]n) = {e′ | (m+ 1; e′) = Bi; 16 i ¡ n; e′ ≺′′ e} = P3;j(e):
Proof. The proof follows immediately from de.nitions and the construction of triples
(2).
To each !-word B over alphabet (!×EF) we associate its code B over alphabet
EF ∪{1}, namely if B=(i1; e1)(i2; e2) : : : (in; en) : : : its code is the word
B = 1 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i1
e1 1 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i2
e2 : : : 1 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
in
en : : :
Let L be the set of !-pictures over alphabet EF ∪{1} and let L1(Fh)⊆L be subset
of those pictures where the .rst row is the code of a proving sequence for Fh.
Theorem 7. For every HFES Fh =Fh(;G!l ) there exists a deterministic tiling sys-
tem T=(Q; EF ∪{1}; ,; Qf) that recognizes the language L1(Fh). Here Q is the set
of states, , is the set of tiles, Qf ⊆Q, and T accepts picture p i> there is a run -
on p such that -(v)∈Qf for all v∈!2.
Proof. Let FES F and a quadruple = [F;≺′;≺′′; ]′] be given. Then Fh(;G!l )= (V×
EF;≺Fh ; ]Fh) is de.ned.
We will construct a tiling system T with the set of tiles ,⊆ ((EF ∪{1; #})×Q)4
and denote these tiles by
(
a1q1 ;a2q2
a3q3 ;a4q4
)
with ai ∈EF ∪{1; #}; qi ∈Q; i=1; 2; 3; 4. The
tiles have the following property: every state q∈Q is a vector of 6 components:
q=("1; : : : ; "6) and the state q4 is a function q4 =f(a1; a2; a3; a4; q1; q2; q3), so the
tiling system T will be deterministic.
The idea for the tiling system which recognizes L1(Fh) is to check the correctness
of Lemma 1 conditions for all pre.xes [B]n.
The accepting run speci.es on the picture p a set of disjoint subpictures. To each
pair of symbols (ij; ej) and (in; en) with j¡n corresponds (ij + 1; in + 1)-subpicture
Pj; n, and the matching (according to Lemma 1) of these symbols is performed on
this subpicture (see Fig. 8). The acceptance condition requires that for each n these
matchings on P1; n; P2; n; : : : ; Pn−1; n always succeed.
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Fig. 8. The subpicture Pj; n.
The component "1 is used for the vertical propagation of the letters of .rst row.
"41 =
{
a4 if a1 = a2 = #;
"21 if a
2 = #:
The component "2 is used for the labeling by ∗ elements of the picture’s main
diagonal. Note that the word of "1 on the main diagonal is B.
"42 =
{ ∗ if a1 = a2 = a3 = # or "12 = ∗;
∧ otherwise:
The component "3 is used for the horizontal propagation to the right of the letters
of main diagonal.
"43 =


a4 if a1 = a2 = a3 = # or "32 = ∗;
"33 if "
3
3 ∈ EF ∪ {1};
∧ otherwise:
Thus for each pair of symbols (ij; ej) and (in; en) with j¡n of the !-word p we
obtain a subpicture Pj; n of size (ij+1; in+1). A typical subpicture is sketched in Fig. 9,
where only "1 and "3 are shown.
"44 =


0 if "11 ; "
1
3 ∈ EF or ("11 = "13 = 1 ∧ "14 = 0);
1 if "21 ∈ EF; "24 = 0;
−1 if "33 ∈ EF; "34 = 0;
∧ otherwise:
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 en 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 en 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 en 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 en 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 en 1
1 ej 1 ej 1 ej 1 ej en ej
Fig. 9. The (6; 5)-subpicture Pj; n for symbols (5; ej) and (4; en).
The component "4 is used to match the numbers of rows and columns in each
subpicture, i.e., the numbers ij and in. According to the Lemma 1 we distinguish four
cases: ij = in; ij = in + 1; ij = in − 1; |ij − in|¿1:
The value of "4 of the right bottom element of Pi; j indicates what case
occurs:
if "44 = 0 then in = ij, since either en]Fej, or en≺F ej, or ej ≺F en, or ej = en, or the
events (ij; ej) and (in; en) are not related in Fh;
if "44 = 1 then in = ij − 1, since either en]′ej, or en≺′ ej, or ej ≺′′ en, or the events
(ij; ej) and (in; en) are not related in Fh;
if "34 = −1 then in = ij+1, since en]′ej, or en≺′′ ej, or ej ≺′ en, or the events (ij; ej)
and (in; en) are not related in Fh;
if "44 =∧ then |in − ij|¿1 and the events (ij; ej) and (in; en) are not related
in Fh.
The component "5 = 〈R1; R2; R3〉, where Ri⊆EF (i=1; 2; 3) is used to collect the
immediate causes of Bn =(m; e) in the pre.x [B]n.
"45 =


(∅; ∅; ∅) if a2 = # and a4 ∈ EF;
"25 if "
3
3 =∈ EF or "21 =∈ EF;
(R1 ∪ {"33}; R2; R3) if "25 = (R1; R2; R3); "33 ; "21 ∈ EF; "33 ≺F "21 ;
"44 = 0;
(R1; R2 ∪ {"33}; R3) if "25 = (R1; R2; R3); "23 ; "21 ∈ EF; "33 ≺′′ "21 ;
"44 = −1;
(R1; R2; R3 ∪ {"33}) if "25 = (R1; R2; R3); "33 ; "21 ∈ EF; "33 ≺′ "21 ;
"44 = 1;
∧ otherwise:
The value "5 of the right bottom element of Pn−1; n is the triple 〈R1([B]n), R2([B]n); R3
([B]n)〉 of Lemma 1, and it is transmitted down along the column to the main
diagonal.
The component "6 is used for vertical transmitting of the signals about the successful
or erroneous matchings. The computation of "6 controls the validity of conditions
(a)–(c) of Lemma 1. The 〈success〉 symbol from (in; en) in the .rst row reaches the
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main diagonal iJ all matchings for (in; en) are completed successful.
"46 = 〈success〉


if a2 = # and a4 ∈ EF
if "12 = ∗ and "26 = 〈success〉 and "33 =∈ EF
if "12 = ∗ and "26 = 〈success〉 and "33 ∈ EF and
[("44 = 0 ∧ ¬ "21 ≺F "33 ∧ ¬ "21]F"33 ∧ "21 = "33)
∨("44 = 1 ∧ ¬ "21 ≺′ "33 ∧ ¬ "21]′"33)
∨("44 = −1 ∧ ¬ "21 ≺′′ "33 ∧ ¬ "21]′"33)]
(i:e:; the conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 1 are valid; )
if "12 = ∗ and "26 = 〈success〉 and there exists
16 j 6 k() such that "45 = 〈R1; R2; R3〉
= 〈P1;j("21);P2;j("21);P3;j("21)〉
(i:e:; the condition (c) of Lemma 1 is valid);
"46 = 〈error〉


if "26 = 〈success〉 and "33 ∈ EF and conditions (a) and (b)
of Lemma 1 are violated; i:e:;
[("44 = 0 ∧ ("33]F"21 ∨ "21 ≺F "33 ∨ "21 = "33))
∨("44 = 1 ∧ ("33]′"21 ∨ "21 ≺′′ "33))
∨("44 = −1 ∧ ("33]′"21 ∨ "21 ≺′ "33))]
if "26 = 〈error〉
if "12 = ∗ and condition (c) of Lemma 1 is not valid;
i:e:; for j = 1; k() "45 = 〈R1; R2; R3〉
= 〈P1;j("21);P2;j("21);P3;j("21)〉
"46 =∧ otherwise:
Thus the set , is de.ned. At last we de.ne the set Qf as the set of all tiles with
"46 = 〈error〉. Theorem 7 follows from the construction of tiling system T .
Corollary 1. The language L1⊆ (EF ∪{1})!;! of all !-pictures encoding proving
sequences for HFES Fh(;G!l ) can be de4ned in EMSO[Sh; Sv;6v;6h] logic.
Consider a deterministic two-dimensional on-line tessellation automaton [3,4], which
is completely de.ned by A=(A;Q; q0; Qf; D) where:
A is the .nite input alphabet,
Q is the .nite set of states,
Qf ⊆Q is the set of accepting states,
D :Q×Q×A→Q is the transition function.
The automaton A recognizes a picture p if there exists a run on p such that to all
positions (i; j) the run associates states from Qf. As it is known [3], a tiling system
is equivalent to a tessellation automaton.
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Corollary 2. The language L1⊆ (EF ∪{1})!;! of all !-pictures encoding proving
sequences for Fh(;G!l ) can be recognized by an on-line deterministic tessellation
automaton.
Next we consider the homogeneous trees of FES Fh =(;G!t ). Each proving se-
quence for Fh is an !-word B=(i1; e1)(i2; e2) : : : (in; en) : : : where ij ∈{0; 1}∗. Its code
is the word B= i1e1i2e2 : : : inen : : : where i; j∈{0; 1}∗; ej ∈EF . Let L be the set of
!-pictures over the alphabet EF ∪{0; 1}, and L1(Fh)⊆L be the subset of those pictures
where the .rst row is a code of proving sequence for Fh(;G!t ).
Theorem 8. The language L1⊆ (EF ∪{0; 1})!;! of all !-pictures encoding proving
sequences for HFES Fh(;G!t ) can be de4ned by an EMSO[Sh; Sv, 6v;6h] sentence
and can be recognized by on-line deterministic tessellation automaton.
Finally, we consider the homogeneous .nite pictures of FES Fh(;Gg). Each proving
sequence for Fh(;Gg) is an !-word B=(i1; j1; e1) : : : (in; jn; en) : : : where i; j∈{1}∗.
We code it by the word B= 1 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i1
& 1 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j1
e1 : : : .
Theorem 9. The language L1⊆ (EF ∪{0; 1;&})!;! of all !-pictures encoding proving
sequences for Fh(;Gg) can be de4ned by an EMSO[Sv; Sh;6v;6h] sentence and
can be recognized by an on-line deterministic tessellation automaton.
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